EXCITEMENT... in the French Provincial Mood!

Featured Seattle Times Home of the Week in Olympic Bridle Estates made History...

Hundreds of families visited this outstanding French Provincial home last week-end and all came away delighted! Never before had anyone seen an old world design so well carried out, yet adapted to modern living in this beautiful Northwest setting, Olympic Bridle Estates.

From a Province in Southern France came many of the ideas and color moods for this beautiful home constructed by C. A. McConnachie.

Many of the details, such as the pale green cedar exterior, the front brick facing, floor coverings and wallpaper, were dictated by the architect who did the French study.

The mansard roof and the wide upper window sills are covered with roughed cedar shakes.

This lovely 4-bedroom home takes advantage of an outstanding view of the Olympic mountains to the west.

featuring an All Gas Caloric Kitchen designed by the joint efforts of an Interior Decorator and Architect, sent to France to learn at First Hand about French Provincial Kitchen styles and colors.

The subtle tones of Provence are seen in the olive-color Caloric Gas appliances, bright red vinyl floor and other French decor. The latest in Caloric Gas appliances include double oven, range, log lighter and specially designed outside carriage lights.

Visit this Outstanding French Provincial Home Today Noon 'til dusk. Refreshments will be served during the day with knowledge guides to make your visitation enjoyable.

Driving Directions

Olympic Bridle Estates is reached by driving in the Southeast Freeway to the 4th Street exit.

Then follow signs in the area on 5th Avenue, then east and turn right again. Through coming down on the Freeway take the Southeast 164th Street exit, go over the Freeway and proceed as above.

The address is 17405 17th Avenue West, Lynnwood
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